A Call for Universities to Develop
Requirements for Community
Engagement in AI Research
Community Engagement
In this piece, we use the term
“community engagement”
to refer to processes that involve stakeholders outside
of academia, industry, or the
government in AI research,
with the purpose of guiding
its design, ideation, and implementation. This engagement should enable “those
who must live with the consequences of a decision to
make it together” [7]. As Asad
et al. observed in their work
on citizen engagement in civic
technology, levels of engagement may range from merely
“tokenistic” to meaningful citizen input and control [3], inspired by Arnstein’s Ladder
[2] of civic participation. We
thus use “engagement” to
refer to levels of interaction
above simply “informing or
placating” [2], for mechanisms
that provide citizens higher
levels of control.
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Introduction
AI systems are being used in many facets of public life, in
areas as diverse as policing, healthcare, and housing [10,
16]. However, many of these systems are developed largely
in isolation of the communities they are meant to serve. In
the best case, this may lead to applications that are improperly specified or scoped, and are thereby ineffective; in the
worst case, it can lead (and has led [14]) to harmful, biased
outcomes for marginalized populations.
In response, a growing set of voices has called for meaningful community engagement in the design of public-facing AI
research (i.e., AI research likely to impact the public) (e.g.,
see [19]). However, despite emerging HCI methods for engaging stakeholders throughout the AI design process [1,
11], members of impacted communities are too often asked
for feedback only after deployment [5]. We believe this disconnect occurs in large part because academic AI researchers
lack organizational incentives to actually use existing community engagement methods, as has been seen with industry AI practitioners adopting AI fairness methods [12].
In light of this, we call for universities to develop and implement requirements for community engagement in AI research. These requirements should ensure that AI researchers
designing public-facing systems make the needs and inter-

Lack of Community Engagement in Public-facing
AI Projects
Too often, academic AI
projects do not engage affected populations during the
design process, often leading to harmful outcomes and
community dissatisfaction.
Prominent examples include
predictive policing in Chicago
and LA, a healthcare allocation tool in Arkansas, and
pre-trial risk assessment tools
in Ohio [17, 10, 9]. To the best
of our knowledge, the creators
of these tools did not engage
impacted communities during
the design process [17, 10, 9].
When deployed, these tools
caused significant harm
and were met with backlash
from local communities. The
Arkansas healthcare tool cut
off resources for in-home care
from hundreds of citizens,
often putting them in danger [10]. In Chicago and LA,
grassroots groups Erase the
Database a and StopLAPD
Spying b were created in response to the use of predictive policing technologies.
a

http://erasethedatabase.
com/about/
b
https://stoplapdspying.org

ests of impacted communities a fundamental part of their
work—and, crucially, engage community members throughout the design and deployment of this work. We propose that
universities create these requirements so that: (1) universitybased AI researchers will be incentivized to incorporate meaningful community engagement throughout the research life
cycle, (2) the resulting research is more effective at serving
the needs and interests of impacted communities, not simply
the stakeholders with greater influence, and (3) the AI field
values the process and challenge of community engagement
as an important contribution in its own right.

Community Engagement in the AI Pipeline
The history of research in human-centered technology design (e.g., HCI) suggests that it is critical for stakeholders to
be involved throughout the process of technology creation.
For instance, many HCI methods are available for communitybased participatory design [8] and for community engagement in the design of civic technology [3]. For high-stakes AI
systems, involvement early in the design process is particularly critical, as stakeholders may be harmed before systems
are fully deployed. For example, randomized control trials of
predictive policing algorithms may adversely affect marginalized populations during even the trial phase. 1
While AI researchers conducting community-oriented research
are often free to choose whether and how to adopt participatory methods (e.g., [1, 11]), current cultural incentives disincentivize meaningful, sustained community engagement in
practice. The time-intensive nature of community engagement is often at odds with the extreme emphasis on rapid
publication in top-tier AI conferences, e.g., ICML and NeurIPS.
1

American Civil Liberties Union. Statement of Concern About Predictive Policing by ACLU and 16 Civil Rights Privacy, Racial Justice, and Technology Organizations. https://www.aclu.org/other/statement-concern-

about-predictive-policing-aclu-and-16-civil-rights-privacy-racialjustice. Accessed: 2019-02-11.

In addition, community engagement is often not viewed as a
necessary component of AI systems, or as a technical contribution in its own right. Exacerbated by institutional factors
such as the large number of papers required to acquire an
academic job or receive tenure, this may inhibit the practice
of community engagement in academic AI research. Similar
patterns hold true in industry; as prior work on industry AI
teams has found, practitioners may have the best intentions
to develop ethical systems, but may not be incentivized by
their organizational culture to actually use existing fairness
methods [12]. These practical realities necessitate explicit
guidelines or requirements to ensure that researchers meaningfully engage communities in the design of their research.

Existing University-based Research Guidelines
Existing university mechanisms for protecting the public welfare are not satisfactory for representing community interests. The most common such mechanism, institutional review boards (IRBs), can approve, reject, or require modifications of projects that involve human subjects [13]. Yet, in
doing so, these boards do not often garner substantial involvement from the community, as only one IRB member
is required to represent “non-scientific” concerns [15]. The
IRB’s goal to reduce harm to individual subjects, even if it
includes this single “non-scientific” voice, is not equivalent
to meaningfully involving community stakeholders in the research process (to, e.g., shape research questions and goals).
Notably, there is a growing movement within the medical
field to develop guidelines, institutes, and incentive structures at universities that incorporate community engagement
into the medical research process; see [4] for a review. Crucially, universities have also taken steps to strongly incentivize these guidelines—for example, by emphasizing com-

IRB and AI: The Need for
AI-Specific Requirements
Despite analogous requirements for human subjects
research (i.e., the IRB) and
community-engaged medical
research, there are unique
challenges associated with AI
research, suggesting a need
for AI-specific community engagement requirements. A
prominent example of the failure of existing requirements
to address AI is the “gay-face”
project by Wang et al. [18].
This project used facial recognition to predict sexual orientation and, as noted by
the authors, was approved
by the IRB. This example illustrates that the framing of
“human-subjects research” is
not effective in protecting the
public from potential harms
of AI. Research that may affect thousands of people directly (e.g., predictive policing, healthcare) or indirectly
(e.g., discriminatory advertising a ) can be deployed without
being considered humansubjects research.
a

Katie Benner, Glenn Thrush,
and Mike Isaac. Facebook engages
in housing discrimination with its ad
practices, US says. The New York
Times. 28th Mar (2019).

munity engaged research in tenure qualifications.2 The steps
that the medical community is taking to center their research
around communities may prove to be instructive in creating
similar requirements and incentive structures for AI.

Proposal for Community-engaged AI Research
Introducing community engagement to AI research brings
with it a set of unique challenges apart from analogous standards in other fields. Unlike fields such as medicine, the current AI research life cycle often does not include interactions
with stakeholders; working only with data instead of people
means that AI researchers have the ability to develop systems that change hundreds of lives [10] or impact culture [6]
without ever involving anyone from impacted communities in
their research. This suggests some questions for discussion:
1) What sorts of academic AI research should be considered
“public-facing” (and thus require community engagement)?
2) What requirements might lead AI researchers to meaningfully engage communities in their research?
3) How might universities develop incentives to induce AI researchers to adopt community-engaged research methods,
or, if they are requirements, how might universities mandate
that researchers adopt them with sufficient fidelity?
4) What are open methodological or theoretical questions for
the field of human-centered AI that may be precursors to
workable community-engaged AI research guidelines, and
how might HCI, AI, and social science research each contribute to developing these methods?
AI systems can have large, and potentially harmful, effects
on the public. In order to make this technology work for
2
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the public, we must meaningfully incorporate public concerns
and desires into the design process of AI systems. We believe that engaging members of impacted communities throughout the AI research process will result in AI systems that
are fairer and more effective at serving the needs of impacted communities (or, in cases where it is the best course
of action, to prevent harmful systems from ever being designed or deployed at all). However, if AI researchers are
not required or incentivized to engage with community members (and provided with the resources needed to do so), current developments in human-centered AI methods may not
be employed in practice. As such, we propose the development and implementation of community engagement requirements for university-based AI research. We cannot rely
on the goodwill of individual researchers to meaningfully engage members of impacted communities; instead, we believe that institutional requirements may be most likely to shift
the culture around community engagement in AI research.
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